Episode Synopses for November, 2017

Week of Nov. 6, 2017

ACHL-0029-459

Fractures in the Vertebrae of the spine are
common in people with Osteoporosis and
often go unnoticed until consequences such
as severe pain or lack of mobility occur.

7-Nov.

BALA-3013-460

Financial Analyst Natali Morris follows the
journey of one Spokane, Washington family
as they navigate their way to a stable
financial future.

8-Nov.

BALA-3014-461

Money saving tips, how to be your own
boss, how to plan the perfect party, and
vacation in style.

BALA-3015-462

We're giving all the mom's out there tips to
master being a mom boss! Spot your child's
health issues early, make a meal that will
leave your family wanting more, how to
change a tire, and how to master home loan
approvals.

BALA-3016-463

From Disney's “Aladdin: The Musical” to
creating your own signature scent with
PartyLite candles... a yummy recipe for good
measure....magical ways to balance your life.

6-Nov.

9-Nov.

10-Nov.
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Episode Synopses for November, 2017
Week of Nov. 13, 2017

AHCL-0030-467

We're exploring timely health issues
affecting today’s youth with helpful tips on
keeping a watchful eye..

BALA-3017-464

Behind the scenes of Andrew Lloyd
Webber's sequel to “Phantom of The
Opera,” “Love Never Dies.”
For your health, we tackle the top symptoms
and triggers for primary periodic paralysis
and how to know if you're having a stroke..

15-Nov.

BALA-3018-465

The Balancing Act Goes Behind the Scenes
with Emilio & Gloria Estefan and the
Broadway Musical “On Your Feet”. Find the
perfect pairing with Ménage à Trois wines.

16-Nov.

ACHL-0031-468

Living
with
Polycythemia
Understanding Your Symptoms.

BALA-2937-363

Be in the know with the right tools for the
active woman on the go! Jason Liles talks
about killing germs. Get ready to indulge in
cheesy deliciousness.

13-Nov.

14-Nov.

17-Nov.
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Vera--

Episode Synopses for November, 2017
Week of Nov. 20, 2017

BALA-2938-364

From food to fashion...
family... The Balancing Act
Solutions for breastfeeding
dress for success... be your
a classic cooking option
loves.

BALA-2940-365

The Balancing Act discusses choosing the
right college, decorating a dorm room,
protecting your eyes with the right lenses,
and driving to Mom's house safely on
Mother's Day.

22-Nov.

BALA-2942-367

The show begins with the story of two brave
women, who share the genetic trait for a
fatal disease. We then examine another
disease known as Hunter Syndrome, which
primarily affects young boys.

23-Nov.

BALA-2844 221

20-Nov.

21-Nov.

24-Nov.

BALA-2845-222

franchising to
has it covered.
moms... how to
own boss... and
that everyone

Learn how community minded locally-owned
pharmacies work closely with patients and
can help with diabetes management and
much more.
See the latest in tablet technology for work
and play, designed with women's needs in
mind; hear about a novel treatment for the
skin condition Infantile Hemangioma,
commonly known as a "strawberry patch".
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Episode Synopses for November, 2017
Week of Nov. 27, 2017

27-Nov.

28-Nov.

29-Nov.

30-Nov.

1-Dec.

ACHL-1014-372

On the latest Access Health we have simple
solutions for your health care needs. Host
Ereka Vetrini talks easy wound care
solutions, minimally invasive hip
replacement techniques and how to manage
your child's chronic asthma!

BALA-2945-370

What do getting organized, eating healthy,
skin care and allergies have in common?
They are all thoughtful segments featured
on this episode of The Balancing Act. A
show chock-full of great tips - don't miss it!

ACHL-0015-373

Perhaps the only medical challenge greater
than treating cancer is treating a cancer
whose origin is unknown. Access Health
explores a pioneering technology, Cancer
Type ID, and how it impacts patients and
their families.

BALA-2874-201

Drug and Alcohol Treatment Programs
tailored for adults over 30, Online courses
perfect for busy moms for career
advancement, Repairing, understanding
and restoring credit.

ACHL-0016-374

Huntington's Disease is an inherited,
incurable brain disorder affecting motor,
cognitive and behavioral functions. Access
Health explores treatment options and
what's on the horizon for patients of this
devastating disease.
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